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THE
PROJECT
« OpenAgri aims at creating a new Agri-Food Hub in Milan. »

CAN YOU INTRODUCE YOURSELF ?
My name is Andrea Patrucco, I'm project officer at OpenAgri Project in the Urban Economy and Employment Department of the Municipality of Milan.

CAN YOU SUM UP OPENAGRI IN ONE SENTENCE ?
OpenAgri supports people investing themselves in the creation of new jobs and skills through peri-urban agricultural sector.

WHAT WAS THE "TRIGGERING FACTOR" TO CREATE OPENAGRI ?
In 2015, 132 cities from all over the world ratified Milan Urban Food Policy Pact. This agreement support the vision that everyone need to eat healthy and
cities have an important role to reach this goal. At the same time, the Municipality of Milan wanted to become the capital of food, so OpenAgri is an answer
to this need. It's a €6 million and 3 years program [November 2016 - October 2019] funded by the European Program Urban Innovative Actions [European
Regional Development Fund – ERDF], the Municipality of Milan and local partners.

WHAT PROBLEM DO YOU WANT TO SOLVE WITH OPENAGRI ?

THE
INNOVATION

OpenAgri aims at creating a new Agri-Food Hub in Milan. It means that we want to gather local actors to rethink traditional agriculture to solve one of the
most important problem for cities of the XXIst century : food production and provision. We have to find new solutions to increase the level of sustainability
and resilience of Milan.

SO, HOW TO DO IT ?
By creating a living lab where people can experiment innovative ideas. When we talk about Open Innovation, we usually mean third places like fablabs or
makerspaces, not agriculture. A lot of ancient farmhouses are the propriety of Milan, and we need new functions for these old buildings. We decided to
restore them to create dedicated spaces for innovation. For example, we invest and restore now "Cascina Nosedo", an ancient farmhouse in the South-East
of Milan. Here, you will find among others a fablab with 3D printers, a greenhouse dedicated to aquaponics or a new kind of kitchen laboratory called
“Officucina” where you can think, design and print food tools that you need for your specific activity. Our target is everyone who wants to invest money,
time and skills in agri-food sector.

YOU SAID "TRADITIONAL AGRICULTURE", WHAT'S FOR YOU THE "NEW AGRICULTURE" ?
I mean thinking agriculture through new tools and new knowledges to solve present problems. We can use technology to imagine new green delivery
methods, apps to order vegetables, fight against food waste, help to eat healthy, etc. I also think about aquaponics or urban agriculture, they are
innovating ways to produce food.

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO CREATE A HUB ?

« thinking agriculture through new tools and
new knowledges to solve present problems. »

We have a place-based approach, that's why we want to mobilize a large community of local actors. Municipality of Milan drives the project with other 15
partners like universities, food think tank, Chamber of Commerce, NGOs or local private actors belonging to the agri-food ecosystem. The diversity of
partners is very important because they all share their expertise and competences. We work on values and we want to promote new activities together, as
supporting social activities.

THE
CHALLENGES
THE PROJECT WILL END IN 2019, AND AFTER THAT ?
The process will tell us what we are going to do in the future, but after 2019 there won't be public fundings anymore. That's why we have to create now a
sustainable business model with the private sector to manage this place and to continue supporting social activities.

HAVE YOU EVER ENCOUNTERED DIFFICULTIES ?
Our first problem is time. Creating a project with public and private funds is also managing different needs and different times of action. The needs and
investments are right now but the return will be in the future. That's a big deal. That's why we have to help partners to develop the network before the
restoration of Nosedo farmhouse.

WHAT ARE YOUR CHALLENGES AND HOW TO RISE THEM ?

« Our first problem is time. »

The challenge is to support really motivated entrepreneurs. There are plenty of good ideas, but we want to help people determined to bring something new.
If we have 8 or 10 good projects we can support during these 3 years, I think it's enough.

« There are plenty of good ideas, but we want to help people
determined to bring something new. »

APPROACH
OF LIFE
« I would like to be part of this project by sharing my experience. It's a natural way
to go forward in my activities. »
LET'S TALK ABOUT YOU, WHY HAVE YOU DECIDED TO ENGAGE IN OPENAGRI ?
I was working as urban planner in rural development and entrepreneurship in the Milan Metropolitan Area. Agriculture will be a really important topic in the
future, we have to think about it now. So I would like to be part of this project by sharing my experience. It's a natural way to go forward in my activities.

CAN YOU GIVE ME ONE WORD/ADJECTIVE/FEELING TO SUM UP YOUR ENGAGEMENT ?
I would say "active network". This is why I'm here, I'm managing this active network. That's my skill to create connections between actors. I learn a lot and
I like to do it !

WHAT MOTIVATES YOU IN LIFE ?
It's difficult, nobody asked me before ! I like natural flow, when you don't force things. For example, I think it's the right moment to start working on
OpenAgri because it's exactly what we need as an answer to our contemporary necessities. I feel very well because I like to be part of the solution.

« I like natural flow, when you don't force things. I feel very well
because I like to be part of the solution. »
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